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Executive Summary
The interconnection between TV programming and search behaviour
isn’t new. In fact, it is at the origin of one of the most successful Google
products: Image Search. During the 2000 Grammy Awards, something
happened on Google’s search engine that would be the catalyst for a seismic
shift in Google’s product strategy. Following Jennifer Lopez’s appearance
on the red carpet wearing a now world-famous green Versace dress, the
relatively new Google search engine was inundated with people wanting
to see it - except that they couldn’t. At the time, it was the most popular
Google search query ever. But Google had no direct way of providing
users exactly what they wanted: Jennifer Lopez wearing that dress. Shortly
thereafter, Google Image Search was born.
This trend has continued with marketers aiming to understand the
correlations between TV and various screens people access. According
to a Nielsen survey in the US, almost 9 out 10 respondents declare they
use, more or less frequently, a digital device while watching TV.1 It is clear
that the path forward lies in marketers’ ability to capture attention across
multiple screens.
In order to fully understand the link between performance and impact
of multi-screen synchronisation, iProspect and Dentsu Aegis Network
commissioned two separate studies.
For the initial research, we partnered with Google to launch a custom
attribution study to analyse the TV impact on Search during 106,000
airings of TV spots. Coordinated across 66 brands, 10 different product
categories and 98 unique campaigns, the study focused on spots aired on
22 different TV channels to ensure a strong cross section of demographics.
With overwhelming results indicating that 100% of TV campaigns drove
incremental search volume, iProspect and Google data analysts wanted
to further quantify the impact of the synchronisation of TV campaigns with
Paid Search campaigns, so we launched a second test isolating 25 different
campaigns across a diverse array of industries (Automotive, Beauty,
Energy, Finance and Insurance, Gambling, Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals,
Publisher, Technology, Toys).

1 Nielsen Total Audience report, Q2 2018
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Meeting The Multi-Screeners

By the end of 2019, Internet video traffic will represent 78% of all global
consumer Internet traffic.2 One billion hours of YouTube videos are viewed
every day across the world3 and 68% of the Internet users worldwide now
watch videos online.4 With these staggering figures in mind, it is easy
to forget that TV remains the dominant screen. According to Nielsen,
Live+DVR/Time-shifted TV represents 32 hours and 33 minutes of weekly
video viewing time in the US, vs. 2 hours and 46 minutes on a computer
and 2 hours on a smartphone.5 Online video may be on a rapid rise, but
TV is still king.
However, consumer behaviour in front of TV screens has unquestionably
evolved. Only 12% of US adults declare they never use another device
while watching TV.6 As smartphone penetration surges, “second screening”
is now a well-established habit for TV viewers. Marketers who ignore
multitasking and its impact on attention risk seeing their campaign
ROI crumble.
Yet, second screening doesn’t necessarily mean TV viewers are ignoring
what’s happening on the big screen. According to Salesforce, 45% of
media consumers across the world search online about an advertisement
that was played.7 Indeed, in this age of multi-screening, viewers naturally
use search engines on tablets, smartphones and laptops to find brands
they hear about through TV. People search not just for brand names but
for taglines, songs and actors. Search marketing combined with TV advertising represents a massive opportunity for marketers to gather audience
insights in order to better understand the most effective messages and to
design cross-platform experiences to achieve their business goals.
According to TVTY, a leader in TV and digital advertising synchronisation,
TV ads have instantaneous impact on site traffic: 30% increase in visits via
search and 24% increase in mobile visits via search.8 Academic research
led by the Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley
found that TV ads can produce detectable search spikes for the advertised brand and positive spillovers on their competitors’ brand search.
They found that the effects on search vary according to many factors such
as audience size, programs (network, genre, daypart) and ad content
(price-focused commercial vs. brand-focused commercial). 9
Strong brands made famous through TV are often found via natural search
rather than sponsored links. However, there is an art to maximising the
search response to TV campaigns using paid search. When used in
innovative ways, paid search can drive a large spectrum of goals while
generating awareness, expanding reach of new audiences, and overall
redefining value derived from marketing investment.

2 Cisco Visual Networking Index, 2017-2022, Nov 2018
3 YouTube blog, You know what’s cool? A billion hours, Feb 2017
4 eMarketer, Digital Video Viewers, by Country, Nov 2018 and eMarketer, Internet Users Worlwide, by Region, by Country, Oct 2018
5 Nielsen Total Audience report, Q2 2018
6 Nielsen Total Audience report, Q2 2018
7 Salesforce, Connected Audience Report, Jan 2018
8 TVTY internal data, 2017
9 TV Ads and Search Spikes: Toward a Deeper Understanding, Feb 2017
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The Multi-Screen Opportunity

After our initial study indicated search always reacts to TV, teams at iProspect
and Google launched a follow up study designed to dig deeper into the
impacts and benefits of multi-screen synchronisation.
Our test set out to understand performance across 25 paid search
campaigns synchronised with TV commercials and programs. To ensure
performance was not isolated to one industry or market, we analysed
campaigns in 6 markets (Germany, US, Australia, France, UK, Italy) and
across key verticals and product categories: Automotive, Beauty,
Energy, Finance and Insurance, Gambling, Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals,
Publisher, Technology, Toys. The study also incorporated the two most
prominent synchronisation techniques: A) utilising AdWords Scripts, and
B) partnering with tech providers such as TVTY or TVSquared.
The results of our studies highlight two critical and positive impacts.

1
2

SEARCH ALWAYS REACTS
100% of TV campaigns caused incremental search volume

SYNCHRONISATION IMPROVES CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE
90% of the campaigns revealed higher ad engagement during
TV moments resulting in an average +65% CTR
72% of the campaigns received lower CPA
12.5% decrease in CPC across 80% of campaigns tested
15% increase in mobile click-share
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Success in Synchronisation

Converting intent into action is the key to all successful performance
campaigns. Utilizing TV+Search synchronisation is just one component of a
campaign but it can be extremely valuable. Aligning brand communications
via TV+Search gives marketers the opportunity to protect their TV investment
and drive new customer acquisitions through competitive synchronisation,
and it allows brands to maximise sponsorship performance.
Across all verticals tested, we recommend two proven and replicable
synchronisation approaches.

OWN THE SPACE
Synchronise paid search efforts with TV activity to dominate search engine
results while advertisements are running. Being where your consumer
will see you at the moment when your brand is top of mind is vital to
campaign uplift.

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Synchronise competitor keyword campaigns during their aired TV ads to
make your brand present and deliver alternative solutions in search engine
results. Test activating campaigns 5 to 15 minutes after TV ads are aired,
and then pause activity.
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The Attention Movement

The success of multi-screen synchronisation strategies clearly shows that
consumers are engaging regardless of the device they use. It may seem
counterintuitive, but synchronised content appearing on secondary screens
and devices does not fragment viewers’ attention or distract viewers away
from their TV screens. To the contrary, such secondary content actually serves to
complement the primary TV content and leads the way to campaign success.
Marketers need to understand the journeys consumers make between screens
and devices so that they can deliver the most personalised and relevant
experience to the consumer.
To maximise TV+Search multi-screen synchronisation, iProspect recommends:

USE SEQUENTIAL STORYTELLING
Paid search offers a fantastic opportunity to create an uninterrupted experience
between the big screen and the interactive ones. Sequential storytelling is key
to designing a successful experience. This not only means aligning the copy
with the TV spot, but also delivering it with precise timing and the perfect
bidding strategy to ensure the right level of visibility.
Sequential storytelling can support a brand’s new product launches, increase
lead volume, and increase website visits. iProspect connected a technology
company’s search ads to 70,000 TV ads running on 500 channels. The campaigns
automatically switched from serving non-synced to synced sponsored results
triggered when specific TV ads ran. It also monitored real-time updates on bid
adjustments, keywords, and other variables. The ads ran live for 10 to15 minutes
after a TV ad aired, resulting in a 75% increase in CTR and 90% decrease in
Cost Per Engagement, compared with non-synced campaigns.

BE MOBILE-CONSCIOUS
In Christmas 2017, one toy company wanted to tell a brand story across multiple
screens around a specific line of products. As a result of our strategy and
optimisations, we noticed that not only CTRs were on the rise, but the share
of impressions and clicks on mobile devices increased by more than 10%
compared to when the TV ad didn’t air, highlighting how TV influenced the
campaign towards mobile.
According to Adobe Digital Insights,10 79% of US Internet users ages 18 to
24 use another device during commercial breaks. The Council for Research
Excellence and Nielsen found that during commercials, solo viewers looked at
their second screens 38 times per hour!11 It is thus critical for brands to offer
a solid experience on second screens. We know too well the devastating
consequences of a poor mobile experience on performance metrics. As page
load time goes from one to five seconds, the probability of bounce increases
90%.12 Facing a bad experience, users will not only bounce, they will also
use another website that works better on a smartphone (one out of four UK
consumers report doing so).13
A strong mobile website is therefore critical for brands to build a truly effective
TV+Search initiative.
10 Adobe Digital Insights study, Oct 2017
11 Council for Research Excellence and Nielsen, Mar 2017
12 ThinkwithGoogle, Find out how you stack up to new industry benchmarks for mobile page speed, Feb 18
13 Google Consumer Barometer, Mar 2018
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The Attention Movement

TEST CONTINUOUSLY
Is the user searching immediately or five minutes after the TV spot airs,
and what’s the best timeframe for increasing bids? Should I buy my brand
keywords? Is it worth the potential extra cost of using a third-party tech
provider? Should I use an AdWords Script or rely on a provider such as
TVTY or TVSquared?
There’s no universal answer that would satisfy every company in every
industry. Whether you are a challenger or a well-established brand, playing
in a TV-intensive category or not, you won’t have the same needs and
won’t require the same TV+Search approach. There’s no single silver bullet
and testing is essential.
To clearly assess the effects of TV+Search on your marketing strategy, you
need to track actions properly and define a clear testing methodology.
The first step is to connect the synchronisation tech vendor to your sitecentric analytics, so that you are able to know for each TV spot (brand and
competitor) the impact of metrics such as the incremental traffic, search
volume peaks, the duration of the TV spot halo on searches, and the
keywords benefitting from the greatest impact, so that you can adapt
your timing, targeting and copy. The second step is to define the right
testing methodology.
iProspect helped a gaming company capture the full value of TV+Search
synchronisation to maximise new account creations. We created an ad hoc
script for adapting CPCs depending on the brand’s current line activity,
mainly TV spots and in ground sponsorship. To see how well the custom
script worked, we put together an on-off-on testing plan. We set the script
running for three or four weeks (dependent on traffic), noted any changes,
turned it off for a week, then set it going again. The one week off period
told us what changes were attributable to the script, or something else.
This methodology isolated the impact of the synchronisation that resulted
in a 32% increase in conversion rate, a solid performance within an industry
such as gambling, where users are incredibly fickle.
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Industry Examples: Key Takeaways
Campaign objectives most often center around launching new products,
improving campaign efficiencies, increasing sales, decreasing CPA, or
targeting new customers. We tested these objectives in real-time
campaigns across multiple industry sectors and evaluated how well our
twin strategies of owning the space and targeting the competition
impacted campaign successes. The results and learnings from those
campaigns have broad application across all verticals.
A few key learnings are worth highlighting here:
TV+Search Should Be Part of Any Evergreen Strategy

Creative Copy Should Align To TV Messaging Where Possible

Synchronisation Techniques Can Be Effective Across Desktop or Mobile
Own The Space:

The defense of a brand’s own TV presence will likely generate the best
performance and contribute to the greatest share of conversions,
whereas other tactics help indicators like consideration.
Partnerships should not be omitted from TV+Search strategies. For
instance, a collaborative approach to synchronised TV+Search is an
effective way for brands in all verticals to integrate sponsorship within
their digital strategy. Manufacturers that have digital Co-Op programs
with retailers in place (or vice versa) should also look at integrating
TV+Search synchronisation, to better manage the sponsored results
that appear when TV spots air.

Target The Competition:
Expanding reach through competitive targeting requires flexibility,
both in terms of targeting (spending depends on competitors’ TV
media plan and might require adjusting the TV spots you target over
time), and in terms of KPI selection (even if you are generally focused
around conversions, disrupting tactics may require considering other
KPIs like CTR instead).
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Industry Focus

AUTOMOTIVE
Although US auto advertisers reduced their TV media spending by
44% in 2017,14 they are still in the top five spenders on TV and they now
represent the second largest share of digital ad spend after the retail
industry.15 Focusing on paid search, the latest trends analysis from
iProspect16 shows the automotive sector has been significantly improving,
consistently driving stronger efficiencies QoQ: CTR improved 25%
and CPCs dropped 12%.
Auto advertisers should explore:

OWN THE SPACE
Leverage Partnerships
Most auto brands are keen to associate their image with either a movie, a
sports event or a TV show through sponsorship. TV+Search synchronisation
can help brands capitalise on their partnership dollars and engage new audiences.
We worked with a leading car manufacturer to synchronise their search effort
to the airing of their sponsored movie trailer.
Using a collaborative bidding strategy with the movie studio, movie-related
ad copies were triggered when the TV trailers aired, placing the brand in 2nd
position behind the movie search. As a result, CTR increased by 145% and
rank improved by 22%.

Opt For A Multi-Facet TV+Search Synchronised Strategy
Potential combinations include:
Defending a brand’s own TV investment, i.e., running specific
copy when the brand’s commercials are on.
Reinforcing visibility when competitors’ commercials are on, i.e.,
boosting bids on generic keywords during the airing of competitors’ ads.
Gaining a tactical presence next to relevant TV shows, i.e., boosting
bids on generic keywords when auto TV shows are on.
We have seen great results through this balanced strategy: +32% CTR,
-57% CPC and -33% Cost Per Conversion.

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Win Retail Share
To capitalise on product differentiation, we worked with one client to exploit
a weakness in a competitor’s product by developing creative to showcase the
weakness and compare our brand’s product to the competitor’s product. The
idea was to show the brand with this new creative messaging to someone
searching for the competitor. However, the volume of the competitor’s searches
was too high for us to simply activate normal audience capture campaigns.
Using TV+Search synchronisation, we were able to hone in on and intercept
individuals who were seriously considering the competitor’s product. CTR
performance of synced campaigns was 11% higher than non-synced campaigns.
14 Kantar Media TV Tracker, 3Q2017 YOY% Change
15 eMarketer, US Digital Ad Spending Share by industry, 2018
16 iProspect, Paid Search Trends 2018 Q1
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Industry Focus

INSURANCE & FINANCIAL
US insurance and financial services advertisers reduced their TV media
spending by a quarter in 2017,17 but have since increased their digital
ad spending by close to 17% in 2018.18 Focusing on paid search, the latest trends analysis from iProspect19 shows that CTR is at a four-year high
for the finance industry (3.8%), while CPC dropped to a three-year low
($2.25). Despite these efficiencies and engagement improvements,
brands are spending more and still driving a high volume of non-brand
search impressions.
Insurance & Financial advertisers should explore:

OWN THE SPACE
Own TV Campaigns
When our banking client wanted to evaluate how well their TV campaign impacted
their search marketing performance, we adopted a week on, week off approach
lasting six weeks and spanning three different TV campaigns. TV+Search media
buying was always on, but the synchronisation technology was deactivated
every other week. The results were quite impressive. TV+Search synchronisation
drove a 77% decrease in CPA and 633% increase in conversion rate!

Sponsorship
Brands should seize opportunities to apply TV+Search strategies to their partnerships in order to maximise their investment. Many financial institutions are
proud sponsors of sports events, movies or TV shows. Sponsorships such as
Barclays and the Premier League in England, Mastercard and the Cannes Film
Festival in France, AIG and the AllBlacks in New Zealand, and Visa and the
Olympic Games have seen great success with brand image and consideration.
Using specific event or program-related copy and modified bids, they can
drive audiences from the big screen to their own properties. iProspect
recommends adopting a hand-in-hand approach with the event organiser or
TV producer to ensure the brand remains in 2nd position in the SERP, behind
the sponsored event or program.

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Capture new audiences
After being challenged to gain new audiences, we helped an insurance
leader deploy audience capture strategies for their home insurance and
landlord insurance solutions.
Nineteen competitors were targeted. Separate competitor keyword campaigns were created and activated when competitor ads aired on TV. The
campaigns were activated for 15 minutes after the ads were live, and then
paused. Messaging was standard brand copy as approved by the brand regulations team, promoting the home insurance and landlord insurance propositions.
The resulting Cost Per Sale was 57% below campaign objectives for the
landlord insurance proposition, and Cost Per Quote for the home insurance
proposition was 23% below campaign objectives.
17 Kantar Media TV Tracker, 3Q2017 YOY% Change
18 eMarketer, US Digital Ad Spending Growth by industry, 2018
19 iProspect, Paid Search Trends 2018 Q1
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Industry Focus

TECHNOLOGY
Computing products and consumer electronics advertisers will spend
more than $8.3B in digital advertising by the end of 2018.20
Technology advertisers should explore:

OWN THE SPACE
Dominate Search Results During TV Ads
With a clear initiative to increase the efficacy of our client’s paid search during
live TV airings and increase overall conversions while reducing CPA, we
deployed a strategy to ensure visibility across the SERP five minutes after the
brand’s TV ads were shown. The creatives were aligned to the brand’s TV ad
to ensure an engaging and streamlined experience. To assess effectiveness,
we deployed A/B testing using the top performing generic creative and two
new TV creatives which were closely aligned to the TV ad. This strategy both
increased total volume of conversions and reduced CPA by almost 30%!

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Capture New Audiences
Another tech client’s campaign objective was to have maximum visibility
among second screeners in order to drive them to the brand’s website as
soon as they were exposed to competitor TV ads. Selectively targeting multiple
competitors’ TV spots, we created a search and display campaign for each
competitor, covering both brand and generic keywords. The campaigns were
activated for five minutes every time a competitor spot was shown on TV.
Our interruption strategy enabled our client to outbid their competitors and
reach 77% impression share right after a competitor spot. The average position
of search ads was 1.7 and we were able to attract almost 3,000 visitors to
our client’s website.

20 eMarketer, US Digital Ad Spending by industry, 2018
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Industry Focus

CPG: BEAUTY
CPG and consumer products advertisers will spend $9.4B in digital ad
by the end of 2018.21 Focusing on paid search, the latest trends analysis
from iProspect22 shows the CPG sector has seen improvement in CPCs
($1.51) and CTRs (6%), alongside a drop in overall impressions,
suggesting brands are focused more on branded search queries.
Beauty advertisers should explore:

OWN THE SPACE
Highlight Newly Launched Products
When our client launched their new shaving product, we maximised visibility
during TV ads by increasing paid search campaign caps and keyword bids.
The strategy resulted in an increase in impressions of approximately 100%
when TV ads started, delivering twice as many leads with a decrease in CPL
of 32%.

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Capture New Audiences Via Mobile
For another market leader client, our campaign objective was to ensure high
visibility on top positions for their new product during and directly after selected TV commercials, with a focus on mobile. Existing brand and generic campaigns were mirrored in separate campaigns and activated for five minutes
when one of the target commercials was detected.
Bids were then increased by 75% for mobile and 50% for desktop. As a result,
CTRs were 67% better, mobile click share increased by 20% and CPCs
went down by as much as 5%.

21 eMarketer, US Digital Ad Spending by industry, 2018
22 iProspect, Paid Search Trends 2018 Q1
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Industry Focus

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
TV+Search should be considered as part of any evergreen strategy.
Creative copy should be aligned to TV messaging where possible.

OWN THE SPACE
A collaborative approach to synchronising TV+Search is an effective way
for both brands to integrate sponsorship within their digital strategy.
The defense of a brand’s own TV presence will likely generate the best
performance and contribute to the greatest share of conversions, whereas
other tactics help indicators like consideration.

TARGET THE COMPETITION
Direct confrontation requires flexibility, both in terms of targeting (spending depends on competitors’ TV media plan and might require adjusting
the TV spots you target over time), and in terms of KPI selection (even
if you are generally focused around conversions, disrupting tactics may
require considering other KPIs like CTR instead).
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iProspect is a global, award-winning agency – focused on converting consumer
intent into action and driving business performance for the world’s largest
brands, including Diageo, Hilton, Burberry, General Motors, Procter & Gamble,
Gucci, and Microsoft. The iProspect team works across a network of 4,600
employees spread over 93 offices in 55 countries.
In 2018, iProspect won more than 200 awards including 15 leadership recognition
awards and 25 Agency of the Year titles, and was named Digiday’s Agency
of The Year. iProspect is named a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: Search
Marketing Agencies, Q4 2017, #1 Global Digital Performance Agency by RECMA,
Industry Agency of Choice at The International Performance Marketing Awards,
and took home 4 Effie awards across the globe in 2018. iProspect is part of the
Dentsu Aegis Network, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dentsu Inc.
Go to www.iprospect.com or follow us on Twitter @iProspect.
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